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Eroticism and Art
Artwork by Gil Drovel
Women and Film
APROPOS UNLOCKS
THE SECRET TO
HUMAN ELEMENT
Kimber Sharp "Erotic," in its original context,
pertains to anything with a sense of
I'm a lover of anything that has sexual love. So please don't be
artistic merit. Therefore, it's- only ignorant and confuse "erotic" with
common sense that I like to stroll pornographic, it's definitely NOT the
around art galleries and museums same thing. Pornography is some~
quite frequently just to see what's thing Which degrades one or both
new and What people are buying. ~ubjects of a piece of art, wheth~r it
Another thing that's beautiful to me is be a painting, photograph or film. So
erotic literature and poetry from all if you are looking for the porno-scoop.
ages. You can then imagine the my only advice to you would be to
excitement I was experiencing when drop this paper immediately and go
I read about a newly opened gallery, buy a book from Bob's News and
Apropos. which sells exclusively
"erotic art." (ContInued on page 7)
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LUfi/m,-Bop and loke ParkGardens
_- - ••J •
A Salute
James Paolillo
Senior-Career Development
Nova University
Dear Editors:
The true test of a civiliZation is
what it does for its people.
This principle is most relevant
for the 900 residents of Lake Park
Gardens, nine separate buildings
located jUst north of Sunrise Boule-
vard between 47th Avenue and the
Florida Turnpike. These gracious
and generous people went all out in
their effort to assist the people of
the ravaged areas of South Dade
County.
Residents of lake Park Gar-
dens are typical Americans who
work for a living, save a few who are
retired.
I personally witnessed one
resident's ground floor apartment
literally converted to a mini-ware-
house. It was filled with boxes,
bags, cartons of non-perishable
food items, gallons upon gallons of
drinking water, baby diapers, cloth-
ing and towels.
As one looked at this woman
Jan's apartment, you had to be
taken back to the early days of
World War II when the citizens of
this Country mobiliZed so cohesively
sending packages to our armed
forces in'the Pacific and Europe.
Jan related that a woman in her
building was conducting an addi·
tional relief effort for relatives and I
friends in Cutler Ridge. South Mi-
ami. J
In addition to collecting and·
packaging the staple goods for the
people of Sc;>uth Dade, the resi-
dents of Lake Park Gardens rented
and provided the transportation for
the products to be sent where they
were most needed. As this story
unfolds, the aid continues for those
left Without in Hurricane AndreWs
wake.
A fundamental principle of psy-
choloQ~ and Sociology is that in
aiding pa.;~e, we help them to help
themselves. to restore, to rebuild.
To that end, L "Ike Park Gardens
residents, we sal~ fe you. You are
an unbreakable link I.' the chains of
friendship which keep~' a commu-
nity together,
VOl'
sEN. _
UNITED STATIS
SENATE
WASHINGT~"."
20510
Kevin Hawkins dances the "Rei
Morna· in his spare time.
CD box to a purchase window, where
th~ compact disc is put back into its
packaging' case.
In light of all this. the UlTRA-
UNMENTIONABLY COOL AWARD
goes to ex-Talking Head DavidByme
for the "THIS IS GARBAGE" notice
(see above) on the long-boX of his
latest album UH-OH. Byrne also
printed a postcard (reproduced be-
low) on the lower half of the CD's
long-boX.
Byrnes' record label "Luaka-Bop
Records" sponsors a toll-free Senate
Directory fine. Dial l-S00-WE'RE
MAD (937-3623) to find out the names
of your state senators (Hint: Bob
Graham (D); Connie Mack (R».
Oh, by the way, did you ever
consider the laser that 'reads' music
off your CD's? Whatcha wanna bet it
turns every CD to dust inside ten
years of use? Keep your record
players clutched tightly to your ste-
reophonic chests, boys and girls.
TRASH
..StIlI
Most compact discs are packaged in
them-slim, cardboard rectangles
that stretch almost double the height
of the compact disc case itself.
Roughly 130 square inches of
cardboard go into a long-box. If a
lone record store houses 2000 com-
pact discs (IJOt a large amount), that
equals about 260,000 square inches
of potentially wasted pa~' Anyone
for origami?
The high fiber. multi~lored card-
board is recyclable, However most
city recycling programs only pick up
newspaper. This inconvenience
arises because the long-boxes (or
box-board) would have to be sent to
Middleton, Ohio for recycling. This is
the closest mill with box-board recy-
cling capability.
There is, in short. no market for
recycling long-boxes.
Rather than institute an addi-
tional costly change to the present
recycling system. why not get rid of
the long box? Record stores could
institute a policy like that of Phar-Mor
stores, Customers bring an empty
_I..........
CiII
....
DEAR SENATOR:
1• ..,tIIIt it's tIIIt ."
.... UJ. ctlItiIIes '*' 51
I ··CIIIs .. ..., til "Ws lit "I 1Ut ,.. ....t SIIIfI'l ClIts it.., ......
, ....I L EQUAL RIGHTS
~~.. ft. ... • ..... iIiItIIIIIi... iMrl.' r.1f.1IWI:.....stIiIt_ ••••••••il..' HI 1 UNIVERSAL HEALTH CARE'.' 'j nIId .........~
.. ECONOMIC EQUALITY
.,. It; l
.. !lDUCATION
'!Ill .. ' ,..., .
~f.IDOM OF EXPREISION
....-.. ,
......,..
...
Kevin Hawkins
THIS IS GARBAGE.
(This bOl(, that is.) The
American record business
insists on it, though. If you
agree that It's wa8terul~ let
your store management
know how you feel.
"TURN OFF THAT TRASHr, DO
YOU CALL THAT MUSIC!?!" Many
a parent has yelled this to the chil-
dren.l,know, my friends' parents
yelled at them about music all the
time.
What about my parents? This
isn't "The S8IIyJesse Raphael" Show.
If you want to find out about my
parents, buy my soon-to-be released
autobiography, Tess of the Hawkins'
or My 7% Solution. But enough
about me-just bUy the book.
There's some serious musical
trash spreading across America. It
has been for years. I'm not talking
about the wonderfully Oedipal cover
of The Red Hot Chili Peppers' album
"Mothers' Milk." I'm not going to
complain about the insipid lyrics of
"do-me-I'm-sensitive" heavy metal
ballad bands. I wouldn't even dream
. of maligning Ugly Kid Joe.
What riles me is hawaII these
albums, as compact discs. are pack-
aged. They're called 'long-boxes,'
Nova Knight Staff Letter and Editorial Policy
The Nova Knight is a bimonthly
publication. All University members
.are encouraged to submit articles.
editorials, personals, and/or story
ideas.
The Nova Knight office islo~
cated on the Second floor of the
Edwin and Esther Rosenthal Stu-
dent Genter, Room 206. The Nova
.. Knight Hotline is 452-1553.
Contributing Writers
Brian Ouellette
laura Wilhelm
Larry Kerr
Ken Cook
Chris Kehl
Editor in Chief, Kevin Hawkins
Associate Editor, Vicki Short
Copy Editor, Julie Holland
Layout Editor, Nicola Brown
Asst. Uout Editor, Jason Domasky
Photographer, Kimber Sharp
$enior Advisor, Christine Jcd:son
Business Staff
Bus. Manager, Scott Marianne
Advisor, Brad Williams
Contributing Writers
Jax Margo . Kimber Sharp
Scott Vrabel Tracy Froebel
Jamie Peabody
The opinions reflected in this
pUblication do not speak for the
University administration, staff
or faculty. Every individual
speaks for himlherself. The Nova
Knight is not responsible for the
opinions of persons· associated
with. this publication.
The Nova Knight editorial
staff reserves the right to edit or
exclude stories, advertisements,
or bulletins due to space con-
straints.
letters must be typed and
sign~. The Knight reserves the
right to edit any pUblished corre-
spondence. Persons who wish
to Withhold their names from the
public should inclUde this state-
ment in the letter. The editors
will review this request and de-
termine if printing the author's
name will infringe on their right
to privacy while respecting their
right to be heard. If the name
should not be withheld, the
Knight reserves the right to print
the letter.
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Grievances and Gfief
~ .
•
,.,;. :.J..
.fi;;~~,i~~~,M~. ....
il'~i~~~~~~~T~~.;~~::;:a!le' .
...,j:'ij:i:*§:;:,p~9.~i~;q:.}§y:.·.~:
·!.:f"I:;;~~·g ..a;n.~'~at. ··7:PII
, "\ ..
··.·~~·····:tl'·····:'¢M:$:A';r;:;a~:<2:': '..
-J.oin Da.kaon Sept. 17 for their
. .
1st"allu.~an.ea.t,Qb,q"?lndattend
.thecfr~·wjng for an }8 speed
M'ouniain 'Bike.
Luyen Phan Nguyen was buried Aug. 20 at Deerfield'Metnc,rial
Cemetaiy. 'See "A Matter ofRace and Death", aQqve. .
~-..,' ._,-:--,------:--~--,- . -, ~ '-'---~~.", ------------.-
'A Matter of' Race
and .....····· Death'
Kimber Sharp
Liberal Studies.Stud~t
.'. ~'.'..... --.. ~"
~,>:'.:;:.:.:
\ .;~_:::::::::':':'
\~jj~\~\\\
Make aU of these Stop signsillto
·Yield to'Pedestrians" signs. "
These signS wavld bebette"r~
spected byal',otme students' and
anypne" else driving on the Nova
campu~•... M~ybeN()vaJert. would
obey the "Yie/d"'signsl'b8Causethey
don't obeySTO,P signs: .
It would alsogivethehYpOcriti-
cal-Novalert staff something elSe·to
do instead of stopping people who
yield insteadot~stop.
Why should we listen to those
. who constantly do what they warn"
us notto,do? •
I.st.herean
al,t..erna"t.ive·'to/
Nova.Books?
·..·.·to:Stop or to Yield?
'. 'From THIS MODERN"W()R.I..D,byTom Tomorrow
Dear Editors:.
. ,
, I have to write this letter to th~
newspaper to complain about all
these STOP signs popping Up
aroLirici campus.
. 'First off, I i'ind some of them
a,bsolutely usele~.
The second. problem with these
signs is that no one stops fortherri.
not evenNovalert.
. Third, .aUthesestupid STQP
signs cannot be good for the envi-
ronment.
All this unnec~ssary ~opping
and starting makes tor 'morepollut':
ing emissions, There isa'very SirilPle
sotUtiori: . .
ce
.T,rapyFroebel , place as if it were some form of
.) .,' :.... entertainment?.
DearEdttors: books., .' .... . .... ..... .' 'Qverthepast three weeks,lbe- . NgUy~waspunchect and kicked
. ..' . Nice, eh? Whatahelpful man~,oame horrtfiedbyth'~.,detailsand by'near!yfifteen other attackers; each
I see that anothercompqoent of agerl1en~ tearr.!. I'm glad thatnty..even the'aetualOccur~ence itse!f of a' taking their turn to bring tlie Vietnam-
the·.newcampus CQnStruGtionis th'e tultiOr:lijel~l()cteate 'such a stlmu~ .. certain' case; partlcularlyJhe sense.~· ese victim closer to death. Those
Nova Book Store.·· Yeah; okay.sott's latirtganpjn~0tmativeenvironfTlent!.Iesst$ating·death'Df pre-med snv who; witnessed .the attack andfook
nice tohave,·a book store to,w8I~tolf sotttatjer!sl,ke the',-new· Nova'dentLuyen PhanNguyen. While .at- nornea$lll'8sto stop it are aSguittyas
you Iiveln thedOrma . . ... .. Book StOre management can be'em~ tending a party, N~tJyen,only nine~ those. whO instigated and actually· .
.J,:personally~tbjt1l<·that the Ne>Va ployed!. .•. . . . . teenyearsold,w~Jiter8Hybeatel) to broughtabout the death oNhevic'fim.
BookStore ta~esadvantageoftbe .... I look at it this way: at least I'm' death by fifteen others at the party. .. .I(jOnotkoowwhatthisworld,a
fact that they are1he only OMS that dOing something for the p8Oplewtl'o ' The 'reason fQr the attack was the· world ofsupposed.freed0rnfrom ra~'
order YOtJftextbooks. on more tban·,wOUld;otherwise •.be .hqm~le~,.~ya; mereJactthatNguyen·wasVietnam~·.. ciaidiseriminattOn.andhatr:ed,·iscom-
one occasion, I 'knbw? SOI·see'theese.:·:'" .'. . . . 'ingto when ariindividual'such as
have bought atiny..... ..... .mov~'~sa€l~neral· . My question is this:.'NhY~hou~ Luyen Phan. Nguyen,. is.killed.by a
Sign'et .Classic::~' ' att~.to .rp.,.~ eft:. .any:indiVidual .. or. huma.n being for 'sel~C;t few who deeffVhisrace infe-
noveltrom thebook ,~. '. closer 'to campOs, thatmatter be beaten and killed forrior.
store which: coSt . that's it. defending something he was born People of all walks of life and
around' $7·:00, '- I, personaUy, With; namely his or her race? nationalities come to our country to
$9.oo,only·totear"advise~1nyoneWhq'. !do not unde~stanphow,thesus- escapetl'lisexaet form ofhatred and
off the saJesticl<er, is tired of being peets in this case (those arrested are' persecution. Wtnit kind'ofadvertise-
and, find that ·the!. ripped Off by the between eighteen: and nineteen), mentdoes the Nguyen Case, which. ..
actual cost of the .book store to order could live withthemselVes after such has received national····attention,
book is $~.95ln ,'books . .' J Fa m>adisplay ofpruetty, bigqtry,and hat~. presentfor foreigners coming"to .this .
, Not tomention"I.Bookstop. in ttre By the age at nineteen one shOuld country'or even the stateofF1btlda?
I was extremely I . . .' . ..' FountainsPlaza on know the difference- between right I agree that all fifteen suspects,
frustrated when I was ~or~t;>yt~ . 'UniversIty D~vejustsouth of Brow~ and wrong. Beating someone eight of whom have 'already been
. . fascist, r~gi~·..of.Noya :authority;~. .~ul*war:d;·8!~~~.·thj$.8$SUmes(•. ~~wh~h~r heprshe.is -Vi~l1arTleseior..jailed,.wher\·convictedshoufd be prO$-:'
pl.Irchasemy books .frorilthe "new" you have a mode offransportation:- . Hungarian, (to.the point of t1eath) is 'ecuted t~r()ugh the .court.system un'"
Nova Book Store.. lgotONE bOOkHt . .Bookslop Willorder books for you definitely, absolutely, and positively del' the proposed charge of second-
. They didn'thave any others,for any 'atno~rach~anctwUIflOtchatg.e a wrong in my book. . . '. . . . des:Jreemurder.
ot my()t~cJa~st . .•... .... " , . ·,~~(~J'J~~,~i9nrJf~~~tsg~!. ..~~I'lQ/Y. h()w COUldoth~whp --.,....;.-..-.. - .........-.-.-,.-------
.. ItheTl spC)ke'With,my;tetiCnet;jeo.itiPi~tl.With~bEf·NQ"aF8oGk'hac:Sattended thepaftY'havestoOd Tracy Froebi!' is a, tfJirciyear Legal
who ~ foundoof.·wasnavingnumer., Store\f~;,~~.fof·no:apparent around and watched the assault take Studies Major.
.' ousprobl~.·~th~aqo~·.~f-~ .~~ $tldtakefh¢ir'pusine$e1se- I
management.lt~s.mY~f.flacj.....~ht!e. ,t~,J.look,st.ore ,maY:rnend its.
. ,~redhis;.~s~tnt;~~ ·:Via~Tb4tJdoubtit·· ""
, ," . ago- and:siR¢e the "new· :NovaBook
Sforelost his'Order, theywere telling
.: . everyone my·Teach didn't order any
" ..'
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"
You can rely on Kaplan LSAT prep.
•
The Roman Numerals question foxmat, sometimes called
Triple True/False, has not appeared on the LSAT since Feb-
ruary 1991. Kaplan caught the change. Not by accident,
but because we have a team of professionals dedicated to
analyzing the LSl\T. Kaplan--updated all lectures, mate-
rials .and sample tests. So you "11 spend every minute and _
every dollar getting ready for the test that you'll actually take.
Incriminating evidence.
Look at Cracking the LSAT: 1993 Edition. Publisher: The Prince-
ton Review. Check pps. 16.26. 53. 72. 80. 104.. 120. 147. 151. 195.
223. l\.rtd especially page '47. Ign9re the faint scent of mildew.
For more information on
proven LS.AT prep.. call:
The answer to the test question.
September 15, 1992. The Nova Knight PageS
A .Positive Outlook
11AM-1PM
8:30AM-11 AM
11AM-1PM
relations are with eachother, and the
patients are outsiders.·
Dr. Shulimson was told that the
cancer had spread to her liver, and
drastic measures were necessary to
give her even a chance to live. In
September of 1991; she began ex-
perimental chemotherapy at the Im-
pact Center.
But her insurance company did
not want to pay for the experimental
treatment she was about to undergo,
the only chance that she had to sur
. .l~ 011 page 12)
requires a pptential candidate to file
a "written oath with the Department
of State at anytil1leafter the 57th
day, but before noon of th849th day,
prior ·to the date of the first, primary
election in the year in which apresl-
dential election is held.·
In addition. potential candidates
must file with the department "a cer-
Jificate naming the required number
of persons toserve.as electors,·.who
will be the ultimate voters irithe e1ec-
tion.
As mentioned above, write-in
candidates are not entitled to have
their names printed on the .election
ballot. The ballot provides space for
the voter to write" in the candidate's
name.
.For this election year It appears
doubtfUl th8ta write-in candidate.will
.be elected president.· However, the
voters' serious consideration of al-
ternative candidates could possibly
change the traditional two-party race
for the presidency. .
The responsible voter who
Wishes to receive more information
about the State of Florida election
.laws may write to Jim Smith, Secre-
tary of State, capitol Building, Talla-
hassee, Florida, 32399-0250.
To help inform the Nova commu-
nity, the Nova Knight has written to
all twelve write-in candidates in the
State of Florida We asked the can-
didatesto summariZe their platforms
and plan to print their responses in
upcoming issues of the Nova Knight.
Larry Kerranc!Vicki ShOrt are both .
registered voters.
Registration Drive Info.
Pa_ Building
Tuesday, Sept. 22nd.
Friday. sept. 25th..
RosenthalStudentC~Labby ..
Wednesday. Sept. 23rd.
Is the Time Rightfo~~
Write-In?,
Larry Kerr and VICki Short
Write-in CIIndldllteq....ltlc8tiOna
To !;>egin,any one' wishing to
become a presidential candidate
must meet the requirements stated
by the' Constitution of the United
States of America' ArtiCle II, Section
1 of the Constitution states that a
person wishing to runefor president
!OUst be at least 35 years of age, be
a natural borncitizen, and have been
a resident in the U.S. for at least 14
years.
If the write-in candidate meets
the·initial criteria, then he or she may
proceed to the next phase of the
.qUaIificaIion process. This'next phase
entails meeting the Criteria of each
.S4lte for which the individual wishes
to'bea write-in candidate,
ForexaritPle, chaPter 103.022 of
the electiOn. tawsof1he Stale of Florida
When election -time" comes
around, most voters think that their .
decision is limited to the presidential
candidates of the two ma;orparties-
the Democrats and the Republicans;.·
Ross Perot reminded the American
voter that there .ealternatives.
Although Mr.. Perot has with-
drawn frorrtthe presidential race, al-
ternative candidates are stin a·viable
option to voters. in lieu of the pres!- .
deIitiaI candidates appearing on.each
. state'sballot, voters have the option
to "write-in- a·candidate'!S·name on
'the spaces provided.
However;··voters are Iimited·to
the writ&-in candidates who have met
the neceSsary requirements of the
state in which they intend to run.
Thus, a voter may not lust write-in
any name he or she wishes.
Since most of the Write-in candi-
.dates are not supported by a major
party, their campaign fundS are mini-
mal, and self-promotion is limited.
Th«efore, it becomes the obligation
Of the responSible voter to become
educated about these candidates in
addition to the major party candi-
dates.
Us
Dr. Judith Slwlimson.
voter in
Kevin Hawkins is the editor-in-etJief
of the Nova Knight.
ing to increase the value of that an-
nual cost.
"Being able to communicate and
learn are basiC survival skills these
people .need to funetton..inour soci-
aty," comments Dr. Travis. "This
prog~am wilt give them a Murein our
community and help preventthe vi·
ciouscycle of crime as means of
survival.-
. d18gnosis of the cancer was dealing\
with the medical personnel. While
anesthesia, she heard the surgeon still a bit in shock about her illness.
say that the tumor might be malig- she was put in the hands of nurses;
nant after .all. It was almost certain technicians, or doctors. who· alien.:.
now: she had tJreast cancer. ated patients by reti"eating tromthem
"' thought I was dreaming," Dr. into their own'daily lives.
Shulimson remembers, "I had the In her first visits, Dr. Shulimson
image of being aminorct1araeter in remembers being in the midst of su-
someone else's movie.· After that; perficial daily chatter among the
she refused anything but a local an- . medical personnel, while her life had
esthetic for future tests. just been turned'upside down. She
But the scariest part of the initial claims: "It is as it the medical people's
HeroA
Inmates Wbodon' tllpeak. BnglislJ cannot
gainfrominstrUction~
.Nova Teaches Prisoners to
Read aNew Future'
• You must b8 eighteen y.,sof· age.
• You must bea citizen of the United
Ststes.
Call 357-4050 for more information.
To become a registered
Broward .County:
• YO,u must be a legal resident of Florida
and Broward County.
VICki Short
. While they are in prison, they are
unable to qualify for training programs
or jobs requiring a knowledge of En-
glish;...contributing··to their continu-
ing frustration with life in Am$rica."
. One~fifth of Florida'~ prison in-
mates Speak native languages other
than English.. Tilree out of ·four of
those non-native.speakers have less
than' a ninth-grade literacylevel in
the English.language:
There's the catCh-prison rules
require 150 hours of education for
KeVin Hawkins those inmates below a ninth-grade
proficiericy. Inmateswho don't speak
In.ten weeks a young, Spanish- English cannotg8in from instruction.
speaking woman raised her English This initial stumbling 'block keeps
skills from the eighth grade level to them from entering Whatever voce-
the ninth. This is only one of the tional or GED training is offered· in
success stories from the Broward prison. .
.CorredionallnstitOtion fOr women that Students in the~ram range in
Dr, JanetTravis COUld share. age from theire8l1y 20s to their 60s.
. . Dr. Travis teaches English for ACCOrding to Dr. Travis. most speak
Speake.rs of ·Other,··Languages Spanish and Haitian Creole..
(ESOL) to inmates at BOlaspart of a Funding for the Nova ESOl pro-
daring program begunin'februarY of gram is provided by~numt)erof local
this year. The ESOL program re- contributors. Nova Is seeking addi-
cently expanded to two men'sfacili- tional fUnds ~ support the current
ties: the GladesCorrectiol'lallnstitu- effort as well as expancJ the program
tion in Belle Glade and the Dade to other cO.rrectiOnalfacilities in
Correctionallnsutution in Florida City. '. Florida.
Stephen Goldstein, Vice Presi- ."It CQSt$ $14,SOOa year to inqar-
dent of CorpOrate and Foundation '. cerate a Aorida inmate,· Stephep
relations at Nova, initiatedttle pro- Goldstein r)OteS, "and $15,870 to send
gram. "Inmates," he says, "are caught a student to Harvard for a year, tu-
in a catch-22.·' \too alone: Nova's program is help-
Her title is Dr. Judith Shulimson,
Assistant Professor of Uberal Arts,
but to her students and colleagues
she is much more; she is a hero.
Heroism may be defined in many
ways by many different people, but
. one of the main elements necessary
is courage. Dr. Shulimsonshowsus
the meaning of courageous.
. Forthe last two years of her life,
or. Shulimson has been dealing with
the horror and pain that comes with
being acancerpatient.
InMay 1990, Dr.Shulimsonin-
siSted that further tests be taken on a
lump that .she had been·toId by~i­
cal.personnel was a benign tumor.
Even th~·surgeon who was to per-
, form the Investigative surgerY told
her that she probably didn't have
anything' to worry .about.
,BUt While stili in the fog.of the·
The Nova Knight
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Over the Summer, Residential
Life and Physical Plant teamed up,
and set goals for the renovations of B
and C dormitories, which are now
called Farquhar Hall and Vettle Hall
respectively.
Their task was unmistakably a
large one. They had to completely
redo the badly run-down apartments,
and make them livable in a short
time.
Timing was essential, and with-
out a fiscal bUdget, no renovations
could be initiated until the end of
May! To meet the needs of Residen-
tial Life and Physical Plant, Residen-
tial Life hired three students of Nova
University to help with the changes.
Brian Crayton, Brooke Baldwin
and Jamie Peabody took their tasks
to heart, doing a large, but almost
unseen part of this process. J am
sure both Physical Plant and Resi-
dential Life extend warm apprecia-
tions to their largely voluntary efforts.
The renovations started by re-
placing many of the air conditioner
units in Farquhar Hall and a few in
Vettle Hall. Then both FarqUhar Hall
and Vettle Hall were tented and fumi-
gated. Then the flooring contractor
and the painters moved in and worked
quickly.
They each completed their con-
(Continued on page 12)
Jamie Peabody
WITH PROGRESS
COMES PAIN
Rest a few seconds, admire the view.
Jump off the roof to the ground.
Repeat 5-10 times. Good for lungs
and all leg muscles.
2. Anybody who has seen a
student of the martial arts knows that
their disciplines are a great way to
stay in shape. Short of studying
some form of the martial arts your-
self, here is an effective exercise that
you can do anytime during the day.
Kick things.
Beginners: parked cars, walls
and other immobile objects. Ad-
vanced: dogs, kids and other mobile
objects. (Caution: beware of cars
with tinted windows.)
3.· Twisting. With a partner. It's
best to start with the toes and work up
to the head. Partner grabs toes one
at a time and twists. At first YOU'll see
that you can't twist very far. How-
ever, don't get discouraged. Try for
360 degrees. Repeat with legs. fin-
gers, arms, neck, nose and ears.
4. Slapping.· There is no better
exercise for improving overall mUscle
tone. Can be done with a partner, or
alone if you prefer, in public or in
pnvate.
As with any exercise program, it
should be done regularly over an
extended period of time to be suc-
cessful. Mostimportant of aU you
should have a good time! .
Happy exercising!
Ken Cook
Splashin' Around
"Warming up":
Classes have begun and every-
one has a new schedule (pronounced
shej-u/ in British English). As people
get busy with stUdying and working
at part-time jobs, one of the things
they tend to cut out first is an exercise
program.
However, regular physical activ-
ity is one of ~he best ways to maintain
a proper flow of oxygen to the brain,
thus making it easier to obtain high
grades.
Cycling is one of the best ways to
get that daily exercise. I don't really
want to go into the merits of commut-
ing by bicycle because I'm sure you'll
all just skip that part anyway.
However, if you do choose to
cycle, then you need to be aware that
you just can't get on the thing and
peddle off, you have to warm up first.
This is to ensure that blood is flOWing
to your muscles in order to decrease
the risk of injury.
Here, then are a few warm-up
and training exercises to make sure
that the time you spend on a bicycle
is kept injury-free!
1. The only thing YOU'll have to
buy for this first exercise is a ladder.
Any kind will do. Prop the ladder up
against your house, apartment build-
ing or dorm and climb up it to the roof.
HUITicaneRelief
Update
Three weeks after the wrath of
Andrew slammed into Dade County,
South Florida is still banding together
to provide relief to the 180,000+
people left 'homeless.
As Nova University enters the
third week of its relief drive, there
seem to be conflicting opinions as to
how to handle the effort.
Cleveland Ferguson, President
of Nova's Student Government As-
sociation, considers the food drive a
success. Jan Merritt, an employee of
Student Life, also agrees the drive is
a success, but she believes the fac-
ulty support has not been equalled
by that of the students.
Brad Williams, Director of Stu-
dent Life, agrees that faculty support
is greater, but that it is due to the fact
that they have more resources avail-
able, than the students.
Student clubs and organizations
have been taking turns sponsoring
each week of the drive. Eric Paul-
Hus, President of Phi Alpha Delta,
along with RSA and SGA sponsored
the first week of the drive. Eric says
the first week resulted in over three
and a half truckloads of goods.
Hurrteane Andrew has come and
gone, but the need for relief remains.
Please drop off donated goods at the
following locations: Parker Building,
MailmanlHollywood, Rosenthal, Uni-
versity Hall, University School, and
Shepard Broad Law Center.
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"Anything That Floats Raft Race"
The Nova Knight will
gladly pay you Tuesda:
for an article today!
That's right! The Nova Knight is paying
reporters for every published article!
Undergraduates, grad students, faculty and
Nova staff are all invited to inquire about
joining the BURSTING ranks of the Nova
Knight!
Call the Knight office at 452-1553 to
inquire about how YOU can become
prominent, distinguished and rich.
Make way sailors and fish alike! Nova's 2nd
annual Anything That Floats Raft Race is
here. Just in time for Homecoming
festiviities the Office of Student Life is
, .
encouraging staff, students and faculty to
participate in the October 2nd event which
will take place on Gold Key Pond at 6pm.
Each team must consist of six members
(three men· and three women) and will be given
$100 to· build and decorate their float.
Applications must be submitted to the Office
of Student Life by Friday, September 25th
along with the following information.
TEAM NAME
RAFT NAME
.. i .
... .
t ' , • n , • n , , , , , • '
CAPTAIN PHONE # _
See Kristin Pebley in the Student
Life Office for further details or
call Ext. 4781.
1. _
2. _
3. _
4. _
5. _
6.
1i'·:t:r~:~J:::r:: ·~:·':":"~·:·>:·~:t-:·:-" • • • • •
.. • • • • \ ';'jii':::':'f':'(ii( ·i"~:;·;-~;·
• i • • • • i i ..---.~~~-.-.- ...... - .....~ ..• ---..-- -.---,--~..-
... ' .' .' .' .. ~ .. '•. ' '~' .~...~ .,~' ..;. ' ..... '. ~' .'~' ." .':i ..~' .~' ~ .. ~' '.~.':' .'.' ' ..... ' .....
•:; : • : ; ; • ; ; • • ; ; • ; ; .e • I
- I,.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Myposterior feels the anticipation of a burned yet untapped
powerabout to reign chaos on my every muscle.
Apropos Highlights Druvel
JAX -vs- THE CAT
FROM HELL
Chris Kehl's exciting story is the sec-
ond entry in the Nova Knight fiction
contest.
valles' instinct of unforeseen danger
grasps them microseconds before I
shatter their reality and peacefulness.
For only twenty seconds an un-
known terror to humans wrings out
the very soul of over a dozen jacks.
Without warning or care I slam back
through the unseen wall again into
10. ClUb Pink Pussycat
9. "The One Without The Roaches.n
8. Slaughterhouse Five
7. Party Central
6. "A kind of Greco-Roman, Art Deco
San Quentin-with huge smiley
faces on the rooftopn
5. The nice one.
4. The Big Pink Thing That Stands
Out Uke A Sore Thumb.
3. The "Maybe if we make it an
obnoxious color, they won't
notice these cracks" Building:
2. Nova's Lavender Love Palace.
1. KE"
Top Ten Nicknames
for the New Dorm
A Day in the Life of a
Potential Tuna Casserolefb<N
•from the fathoms above. the cooling flow downward.
Before thinking or any calcula- My muscles relax slightly and I
tions take place, a deeply woven quickly scan the depth for some tell-
instinct commands my mind, body tale sign of the mayhem I unleashed,
and soul. I bring my nose up and and I find the reflection of emptiness.
slightly to the left. My posterior feels . My desires appeased, I swim south
the anticipation of a burned yet un- again to rejoin my own kind and the
tapped power about to reign chaos pod continues.
on my every muscle. ------------
I implode then explode forward
toward the victims of this raw, ani-
malistic need. The little jack ere-
The increase in depth brings on
an embracing darkness with a chill-
ing effect. I surge south and find a
rising warmth of a thermocline. I
scurry in unseen and quickly target
the insistent flashes of life coming
Chris Kehl
Jax Margo is presently search-
ing for a roommate who does NOT
own a pet.
e>nto a plush couch.
Mistake number two.
flooked up in time to see a nice
full set of teeth coming for my hand.
So much for the teething theory.
I moved out of the way just in
time and used some sort of judo
technique to send him smack into the
side of the chair. He shook it off as if
it were nothing and gave me one of
those "You've really pissed me off
now" looks that I used to get from my
ex-girlfriend right before she went for
the jugular vein.
He went for the jugular vein.
He leaped into the air and did
some type of double flip one and a
half twist maneuver that could have
netted him a gold medal at Barcelona.
He landed right in front of the stairs
before I coufd reach the bottom of
them and flashed a big smile right
before he sank his teeth Into my left
calf. I picked him up by the back of
the neck and tossed him into the
corner of a· nearby closet and
slammed the door shut.
The next morning, Jay let him out
of the closet. "See," Jay said, "he's
fine. He's only teething." He began
walking up the stairs with Rosemary's
Kitten when I heard, "Ow, Ow, Ow!"
He had pet the cat-he was marked
for life.
As for me, 1'!Tl buying a Rott-
weiler. and some holy water. You
can't be too safe when dealing with
the supernatural, right?
Jax Margo
I just moved into a friend's house
where they have a pet cat. His name
is Slugger, and he is Satan's Kitty.
Even though I've never owned a
cat, I consider myself pretty hip with
the way a cat acts through experi-
ences with those cats of my acquain-
tances. The standard cat mews a lot,
comes running up under your legs
when you have bags of groceries,
likes attention, can run out of the
room with no notice, and during those
special times of the month, makes a
buttload of noise late at night (gee,
it's almost like being married, hUh?).
Please note that this is the STAN-
DARD cat. Now, let me tell you about
my experience with EVIL INCAR-
NATE-the devil kitty cat.
I was in the kitchen grabbing a
late night nosh when, all of a sudden,
he came bouncing in. He noticed me
out of the corner of his eye as he
bounded up onto a nearby
countertop. He looked quite cute, so
I petted him. This was mistake num-
berone.
Once you pet the kitty from hell,
you're marked for life. He let out an
evil foreshadowing "MEOW' as I left
the kitchen and headed into the liVing
room to watch television.
All of a sudden, cute kitty turned
into a feline Cujo, streaking across
the liVing room floor and clamping
onto my foot with his teeth. I figured
that, since he was a kitty, he was only
teething, so I bonked him on the
head and tossed him across the room
(ContinUed from Cover page)
Books where that kind of literature
flourishes.
When I went to the gallery with a
ftiend of mine, I was extremely im-
pressed with what I saw. They had a
couple of original paintings from Louis
Icart as well as a fine selection of
unknown artists - more avant-garde
type stUff. The collection wasn't lim-
ited as far as mediums or varieties
go, as they housed SCUlptures, pho-
tographs, oils, watercolors, and acryl~
ics. Being held captive in this me-
dium sized gallery with great works
of art was an Kexperience."
As I looked upon four of the main
walls, I began to notice a collection
from one new artist named Gil Bruvel.
As he was their feature artist, they
had available his brief biography. It
was just about anything in this ruddy
world but brief.
Gil Bruvel has been around for
quite a while. He is a renowned artist
in Japan and more exclusively in
Europe, Where he lives. His back-
ground was astounding! At the age of
15 he was restoring paintings in the
Louvre! I consider this very impres-
sive indeed! Who wouldn't?
As I walked around the gallery I
began to contemplate his work. I
deem his work right up there with
Dante Rossetti in the way Bruvel
makes the flesh and human features
of emotion touch and caress the
viewer. The beholder is not a voyeur
into Bruvel's paintings, but a partici-
pant essential to the vitality of the
floating colors.
Eventually, I met the gallery's
owner and president, Laurie Lee Clark
and her director, Diane A.
Charpentier. After talking with them
both extensively, I can say that these
women know their art! Laurie has a
background in the physical sciences,
such as Chemistry and Biology, as
well as theatre and art. She was and
still is, on occasion, a sketch artist.
Diane has a fine knowledge of an-
tiques and older works of art. To-
gether they arranged for a diverse
selection from various artists.
Recently I had the pleasure of an
interview with Laurie, about their high-
lighted artist, Gil Bruvel, and about
Apropos in general. Apropos was
featured in ,"Elle Magazinenrecently.
Numerous advertisers and other lit-
erary prospects have been through
its doors for the past few years.
Apropos exposed itself to the
world just under five years ago and
has been going strong ever since,
despite problems with various com-
petitors. The gallery will likely ex-
pand and open an additional gallery
in New York soon, too!
The gallery is filled mainly with
the beauty of the flesh. This can be
found in sculpture, on canvas, and
even in a photograph or two! The
work, however, is much different from
that of traditional galleries, which
supply the normal quantity of oils and
watercolors portraying vases,
children's faces and flowers. Al-
though the previous subject matter is
undoubtedly beautiful, everyone can
relate to the nude. It represents the
human element in its untainted form.
Not all of the works here are
nudes, though. Gil Bruvel's preci-
sion in crafting the "Infinitesimal City,"
is extremely clear. His work, on the
whole, is extensive and impressive.
The Local Scene
Apropos does have several com-
petitors, c;>ne being our own Fort lau-
derdale Museum of Art. Laurie states
that when she invited the Museum's
curator, Mr. Ken Moffett, to the gal-
lery in an attempt to get some of
Bruvel's work into the Museum, he
was not really what she had expected
--profession-wise.
When he arrived at her gallery to
view Bruvel's work, she got more of a
conservative and less of a true artisV
curator. Not only did he act blase
about Bruvel's biography, he stated
that his work wasn't fit for the Mu-
seum of Art. As you can see by the
picture on the cover, Bruvel's work is
far from standard, but it's also a flying
leap from something scandalous: to
be offended by his work is to be
ignorant of the cultural value system
by which humans, as artists, judge
the beauty of their own body.
Needless to say, Laurie was
taken aback by his words and offered
a little kind sarcasm. As she recalled,
when she asked if he would display
Michelangelo's SCUlpture of "David,"
he replied, "Of course not'" with a
flagrant ire. But of course, why should
he want beautiful art works in his
museum? He enjoys playing God
every once in a while, deciding
(Continued on Page 12)
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Jason Domasky seesllivid, detailed ,
demons in Rorschach inkblots.
around the bed and ,staring at, this
guy, making wise cracking jokes
about his penis and how 'helikes
things "rough." Then another guy
comes il') with some ·special" glasses '
al1d tells everyone in the room that
there is semen all over the bed.
Everyone stops what they're
doing to come loOk at the bed. Ex-
cuse me, but all this lOcker room talk
makes one wonder-if these guys were
participating in some sort of sadistic, .
homo-erotic fantasy.
The depiction of lesbians in the
film was inexcusable. The only dra-
matic section of homosexuality is in
the form' of a woman who is very
lovely, who the director decides is
going to 'act like some sort of jealous,
(Continued or; page 12)
nerable to what they see. .
Alien 3 uses vile death imagery
tcadet punch to it$ viseeraI delivery of
action and fatalism.
Early inthe film, we see a pretty
little blonde-haired girl carv~open
like a piece of meat, her lungs and
other intemalorgans'glistening, for
PUt' V()Yet,IiStiC.~e qn the 'Iarger-
ffian~iife Screen. " , , 'CO!.
This below-the-belt device as-
. siststhe' rem8Jnderof the film in its
attempts either to mesmerize the
audience with dazzling effects, or
inculcate a ~epressing blene;tof reli-
gion and hopelessness.
How many viewers realize what
they are seeing? It's easy to say
"Disney doesn'tmake movies Where
alluring women bleed to death from
graphic wounds" or to say "Holly-
woOd doesn't spend huge .budgets
making movies where children are
eviscerated in nauseating detaitw
These images made if to the
local multiplex theater because our
society wants to be teased with the
'taboos as lang as a sugar coating is
layered on top thick enough to hide
its superficial~es, yet thin'enough to
let us taSte the forbidden essence.
With the ir shields down, viewers are
more vulneiable to what they see.
.' raboos on Parade
Hollywood's. Best-Kept Secret
will go into a ~i1m: '
The most frequently used theme
to manipulate'movie. audiences in
,papular films is misogyny. This deeply
.entrenched attItUde is probably twice
as effectiVe today as itwas 10 years
ago when the slasher horror filrri was
in que. :
OistleY's The Har)d That Rocks
>. ,- , ",', ..,.- .... -', .. -,,_".".".,':. '," .. ' .,'.! "'.' ~ .~ c'. "~~"'::~"<"'.~"":"..;.1,.".:",:·;.,.;·'t,.••the C1a1IeWOl'ks on theViewer _twO
.levels from beginning to end.
Ostensibly,'it might be praised
for its sensitivity to mentally and physi-
cally handicapped persons: fhis is
merely a 'Jell to hide the rabid woman-
hating and overwheiming~uaJ rna- .
nipulation in almost every frame of
the film.
. The vieWer gets to see the fiercely
indeJ)endent,arrogant female friend
to the star couple impaled With glass,
lying bloody on the ground with her
dress hiked uJ:)1o the tops of her
.thighs. .
. Just moments.before, we wit-
nessed h$r humiliating a male secre-
tary. In addition to that, she is the old
flame of the star husband, which may
well make her the archetypal threat
to American.family values.'
Disney knew its audience would
find at least subconscious satisfac-
tiOn in the destruction of this woman.
They also realized they must pad the
make fUrl of the womencharacters in
the"film and women in the audience.
Women are represented as less in-
telligent, in the case of, Death Be-
comes Her,'or less human, emotion-
wise, in Basic Instinct.
I fOUnd the fir$! scene In' the
Basic Instinct absolutely repUlsive.
We have abOut 7to 10 male cops
(NO WOMEN) investigating the mur-
der of this guy who has been stabbed
to death (31 times with an ice pick
can make a real mess!).
Well, this poor, dead chap is
strapped to the bed with a white, silk
Hermes sc~rt. t;e has 31 stab
wounds. Obviously from the evi-
dence, he was having sex with some-
. one in asemi-sadistic sense and she
stabbed him to death.
Well, th.e cops are standing
The Nova Knight
Basic
Instinct
Nothing But the
Basics in
[J
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Kimber Sharp '.
Jason Domasky . rest of the film with comforting im-
ages to offset the shock of the graphic
The. typical moVie-goer at the Violence.
tocaI multiplex does not consider the Countless ·cute" shots of the
pSyChological structure oUhe film. A children provide continuous titillation
Qreat deal of the Viewer's concemra- with the taboo of childpomography
After seeing the previeWs for tion may be tocused on the psycho- and incest. Ungering breast-feeding
Basic Instinct I was very wary of logical,details of the plot, but· the sequences caress the viewers'
going to see it· I an not big on seeill;) ,. carefully.planned film strUctureeludes ..memory~ and sex organs, and
something that. the press shoves most movie-goers~, . a breast pump adds a note of kinki-
down my throat. , •• Hidden. deceit and secret rna.. ness with its resemblance to a sex
I figured, it would be your basic "SluuonSkJne in-jocus with Michael niputationcharaeterize most modem toy,--
woman is lhefemme fatale, she is,aDo,, las. films, such as the selected examples . Thsnatos,or~, is a powerful
threat to men everywhere on,Jhe , .' ,g . The Hand That Rocks the Cradle tool to control a aUdience members
planet, and she probably gets killed .ing his stereotypical Fatal Attraction and Allen 3: by making them suppress, certain
in Iheend, too. right? So why waste role, played 0l"! my nerves on more Hc;)11ywoOd'S comprehensive un- reservation~ in order to watch the .'
$6? wen...kinda.....but not exactly. 1twloneoccason It WE even worse, derstandjngof America's social mo- . movie. Therefore, a film can have a
First. we have a plot, ·a tiny one, he played the desperate-crazy-out-. ,res and the,profile of, the targeted stronger .effect because, with their
but it's there. Aricb man is mur- ,on-.limb-trying-to-prove-he's"right- audience decide what sort of deVice shields down, Viewers are mote wl-
dered. How? Well, he's stabbed by giYing-u~is-badgerole!!!
his sexaJaI. partner 31' times with an To jump a few lines and sum up:
ice pick.' . , ~ past few years the filmindustry
Basically the plot is this; A man has been come ut with a string ,of
who used to datearich writer, played .~women-hating films.· These
by ShaDn Stone, is murdered. She are films that ,have an undercurrent
is suspected since her latest book of misogyny for the maleS (and sOme-
..hadthat~scene exact to a tee. times females) in the audience who
Michael Oouglasis on the case, are perceptive enough to catch'on (to
trying to get her on a murder charge,whatthey're doing). .
while at the same tinie becoming Check out the popular films the
fascinated with her. The female Psy- past few years and in the present:
ct1oIogi!;tforthe police department~ War Dfthe Roses (nightmare for all
also trying to help Douglas lasso Ms. ric:~ t.Jusi~tI'l~the l!nrel~nting
Writer. ',.. 'hQu_ethatwants to take all he'$
Ott yeah, 8nd Douglas is seeing ever made! Sheshooldn't be entitled
this psychologist for his pastPrOb- to anything!);
lems:accidentaI shootings of tour- Hand That Rocks The Cradle
ists, his cocaine addictions, aIcohol- (blOnde haired, blue-eyed baby kiner,
isin, etc...And the viewer is suppoSed right? Never trust, the blondes.. ,
to relate? Ok, I'll play along. they're dangerous);
Since there. wasn't much of a Death Becomes Her (two Ugly
plot, I guessed the director wanted . women fighting over who is
the viewer to spend more time think- pfettier,and who will remain immor-
ing about the char8cters. I'm sorry, tal):
but the'only thing interesting about Single White Female (movie
this movie was Sharon Stone's act- about crazy women cat-fighting~
ing. AJthoughit really wasn't that women are so disgusting and petty,
difficult a role. she played it well. right?)." '.
00tQas. on the other hand, pIay- These'films are popular, yet they
\',......
---:...,
,(,,~
~'...
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Alumni Registralionin Rosenthal SiUdent
Center
Homerun Hilling Contesl
Alumni" Baseball Game
Alumni Luncheon CookoUI at Gloria pay
Lutheran Church
Women's VOlleyball Match
Alumni Soccer Game
Campus Tou",
Alumni Reception in Rosenthal Studenl
Center Reception Room. Alumni Awards 10
be given-out
.Homecoming Dance at Rolling Hills
Breakfast ot Champions al Rosenlhal
Student Cenler
Alumni Brunch .":
Caielotla·Rosenthal Studenl Center
NUBSA Alumni Recog~"ion AWard
Reception Mailman Bldg.
Dedicallon of Rol;Onthal Bldg. ~ universi,y
tlalI; RecePtiOn In UnivefGily Hall :FOyer
:1389. &.Boollte (Faeuity Cooks lor Student.)',
Behind University Halt, wI-Music,\lyWNKR
Rally .announcillO all Alh:el~s aAd Coaches'
Alumni Regi.,'ration in Rosenthal Student
Center ... . . . •
·Alumni Golf, Tournament'at Rolling l-illis
'CouRtlY ,Club (1 lacully/sta" w/ 3 alumni) ..
, • •• '. T.G,I;F:1n.Caleteria . ...,
·'Alumni APPreciatioo, Day, 4show ,VOUI pride
· and .we.II your sChool colorsl)
Anything That Floats Raft Race
Women's Voiieybaa Malch' .
Alumni PIIade .of Cars 10 B,ian PicoOlo
Memorial Fleklled by Nova Bus .
T~1e ond BOO el Soccer Game
· SoQoei l3an1e
~pm
lam·2:30am
'pm
2pm
4:30pm
5-6:30 pin'
,lDam
-5prp
7pm
,'11am~1pm
1,Oam
10:30am
"'.' ~pm•. ':30pm
SUn•.OCI,.. 4
> Dining, Hours
'7:30pm
Sal. oct: . 3 '
8:30'am-Spm
F'1. Oct. 2
8:30 am,spm.
Wed.~.pt. 30
Thu'. Oct. 1
3:30-5:30p,?
$pm
ALUMNI NOTES: Alumni may bool(<ooms at .RoIlihQ Huts :atlhe special
Homeoomil1O '92 raleofS<l9·per night, _ occupancy•.Contacllhe
OlflCe'<lf Studenl Lile al 305·452.14jjOAorfurlher delails,
ENTBBCfi\INIVIEMTr(~~
._ ...:....... .' :, ,"': ..;," '.:- .. '"' '-C
o
' ", .: ••-., •••••: -, • C' 'w ,', .. .... ,
DISALVO'S ITALIAN
·"WILLABSOLUTELYMELTINYQUIl·MOUTH"
" .", : ',,::. - ' ,', ' ',', ,,' _,,-" " , ;, - "'c',_' :" • :"':,' :-< ':"~"'~ .. ' ,- ':",__'_:",:. <0 :,~:i;;.:
.·ltnguini with whitecl~m ~\Jce. . .... finci?:frjed caJarn~i·{$6.50),clam· Yi~ys toP quality:
BrianQuelette, Each~served With SOUP ()r.safaQ .orl:$~to.($4-?~)rscl:lhQmi marinara '. The decor, sligh.tlydifferent at-
. ...•..' •..• '.. '.' .... . ..' ... andpl~ntYOfpiSalvo's fre$l:tlrniaije($6~),:ah~f~l.JCi~ijMr~O ,($6.50), eacn location,convev,sth$rfamJly- . '
'Family owne4and operated, rolls' soaked.i'nmelted, .b~~~r·and-am.q"9ottler~;·J1bfai;i~C()~:subs, oWned,and'down~homeatmOsphef~
DiSalvo'$.Pizza &:ltali~Restaurant' garlic.. These garlic rollswifl'abso~ .str(;)fll~i$iCalz~;)Oe,s._SElaf()()d, ahd·thatone·usuallywantsto experience
'offer:smorethan good food. . lutelYrneltinyourrnou~h '.' . .pas~~~.~Q~S~~llatlb~had butare . while enjoyingagooo meal: ..
Even with menu aside,the four Each oHhe lunch ·$peqial~.a.re n()tpart,qf(~tIe'4inner:entrees' at .' .... AIHourDi~a1vO'slocationsmain-
'famny-owned .locations, in Davie. pricedat$4.25,andifyoua,re,dlning ..DiSalYO'$;. ' , .• ·~;.;i' '..' . .' ' tain the ,same buSioess hours: Mon-
:,Plantation, Hollyw~d,·andEm,eraid .. ' out; theywilf~~liveT.~rj~h~t90 .': :Qh,io1<eq' pam)ig.ia.na:(~T9~) .is~ . day.thru 1hurS,day, •. 11 a,m. ,to 11
, Htlls;u~a friendlY waitstaff~ndan additi9,,~1 pC)st. ":'::',' :::':' / /:-;:, .~Yf~~~~~e,\.~I,thO~9f:t()~er;(~m'·'·p_m.: FridEly and..-sa1utday,.'11 :a.m•.to
earthyatrnosphere to·keep thiswr1terlf-you ar~ notyerconVlnc:~that - mended "entrees mCludeeggplant <,midnight; and, $undaY;:1' p.m. to 10
returning f()r more. ..... ...•.. DiSaIv.o·s~~p1aceforyou, tt.le.r'_t~t.pafmi9iana($7 .?5) andCl1i~~enp.m.
As a' I.overofltatianfood. I have me tellyc>lJa~ut tneir more impr:es-·.,mar,salaJ$7~95).' .... . ...".,. . Forms of payment . ioclUde
'searChed fora restaurant in South sivedinnerrnenu. For the casual: ":'Bev,~esto accomPanYlunch' Mastercarct,Visa,'Amertcati'ExPress,
Florida where I could 'enjoy fine cui- dinn~rtherei~JlIways pizza. •.. . or dinner include coffee, tea,. soda, and DiSC9ver.
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Aorida International University are
NCAA Division I teams, while Nova is
an NAIA team.
Returning to the men's team this
year are John Ayvas. Brennan john-
son, and Harry McCumber. John
has been extremely helpfUl to the
team, as he has aided Jasminewith
recruiting. His strength will be an
asset, as the competition will chal-
lenge him to perform. He will be this
year's team captain.
Brennan has proved to
be a good endurance
runner in the past year.
With the right training, -
he should shave down
his times this year.
Harry McCumber will
run his last year with
Nova this season. His
history with the team
has been impressive.
His sprinting abilities
should help him finish
his college career with distinction.
New on the team this year are
Darren Saunders, Mitch Prassad,
Dwight Richards, and Frank Toore
Lafleur. Darren is a solid runner, with
tremendous natural ability. If his
times are any indication, he will place
in the top three in his races. Mitch
started running this past summer.
His quick take-off run 'shows his mo-
tivation and reflects his sound sprint-
ing abilities. Dwight is an ex-football
player from New Rochelle High
School. His endurance in running is
admirable. He has set his standards
for this season, and with his determi-
nation, he should do well. Frank
comes to us from the Bahamas. He
has received awards for running in
the past, so he is a welcome addition
to the team.
This year the women's team con-
sists of Jennifer Baldwin, Miranda
(Continued on page 12)
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Laura Wilhelm
to Nova's success.
Rounding out this year's return-
ing veterans are three sophomores
who should play vital roles on the
squad. Those players are Denise
Spornraft (Coral Springs, Taravella
H.S.), Aimee Jeanotte (Port Orange,
FL) and Sarah Kowalski (Schoolcraft,
Michigan).
Spornraft played a key role as
back-Up setter, while Jeannotte led
the team·as top percentage passer
(90%). Kowalsj<i started every game
last season and was a welcome ad-
dition. Her spirit and enthusiasm
energized the team last season. Her
court strategy has imprOVed, and she
could really be a key player for Nova
this year.
New players for the Knights this
season will be hitters, freshman
Thelma White (Philadelphia, PA), and
freshman Anneli Palacio (Hialeah,
FL), along with freshman setter Lesley
Romero (Miami Lakes).
With the possibility of only one
starting spot open, a handful of play-
ers could be battling to break into the
starting line-up. One or two of the
returning five players may feel some
"heat" from talented freshman who
are not content to sit on the bench.
"The future is now for us and I
can guarantee that the players who
will be on the floor are the ones who
can help us win matches," said Groth.
"Loyalty is a two-way street and my
loyalty will go to the players who
return to camp in good shape, ready
to help the team improve. Having a
bench this season will allow me some
options in juggling personnel that
haven't been here over the past
couple of seasons."
pUshed career at Nova. Her achieve-
ments also follow her off the court.
She is close to graduating with her Nova's cross country team has
Bachelor's Degree in Accounting and steadily imprOVed over the past
has on the "Dean's List" throughout couple of seasons. This year they
her academic career at Nova. Shatas continue the trend, especially on the
is recognized as one of the top set- women's team. Although these run-
ters in the district. ners come from diverse running back-
Returning for her third season is grounds, ranging from those who
California native Natalie Kramer. have never run competitively, to those
In 1991, who have been
Kramer led running for
the team in many years,
solo blocks both teams
(53), attack show great po-
a v er age . tential for im-
(3.6), and provement. Uke
total kills their coach, they
(278). As show excep-
team MVP tional amounts
and co- of dedication.
captain last Jasmine
seas on , S k a g gs, a H8"!'Y MGCumber--An Impressive
K ramer former Nova Sprmter.
also is a key Cross Country runner, takes over the
ingredient coaching duties from Jorge Herrera.
She first started running when sh~
came to this country from Bogota,
Columbia in 1987. Since then,
through hard work and determina-
tion, she has built up her strength to
the point that she now has competed
in several marathons. These are
remarkable accomplishments for
someone who placed last in her first
running competition. Placing last in
the first may have deterred some
peepl!=" but Jasmine says that finish-
ing last gave her a goal to shoot for.
One of the main objectives of the
team, is to place at least one runner
in the top three in each of their meets.
This .may not at first appear to be
such a high goal. One might recon-
sider, however, after learning about
the rankings of their competitors.
Such schools as the University of
Florida, Stetson university, and
Most Valuable Player Natalie Kramer
#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Scott Vrabel
The Lady Knights now enter their
8th season of competition. After cap-
turing the District Championship
"Crown" in their first five seasons,
that title has gone to the competition
over the past two seasons. "'t's time
that we make a good run at bringing
the Championship back to where it
belongs, Nova
University," said
Head Volleyball
Coach Gary
Groth, entering his
fourth season with
the team.
"Even though
we failed to cap-
ture the title in '91,
last year marked
a culmination of
the rebuilding pro-
cess as the team
experienced a
good season"
(above.5OO 12-9 W-L Rec.). In the
first season of Florida Sun Confer-
ence play Nova placed second with a
7-3 record.
For the seventh consecutive sea-
son, Nova did qualify for the District
Championships. The Knights lost in
the quarter finals to nationally ranked
Palm Beach Atlantic.
The team won numerous indi-
vidual honors in '91. MVP honors for
the season went to junior Natalie
Kramer, while former player Heather
Uster was selected as the "Most im-
proved Player". Kramer and senior
Lana Shatas each were selected to
both the All-District and AlI-Confer-
ence Teams. Shatas has received
All-District honors in each of her three
collegiate seasons of play. Kramer
has been selected in each of her two
seasons of play.
Groth was named Florida Sun
Conference "Coach of The Year" at
the end of the '91 season.
Nova volleyball for '92 has the
potential to be a strong contender for
the new District 7 Title. Defending
District Champion University of North
Florida, along with Palm Beach At-
lantic College and Flagler College,
should prove to be the Knights' stiff-
est competition. With five experi-
enced players returning, Nova could
be primed to retake the Champion-
ship. Since 1989, the team has
steadily improved. Groth accom-
plished one of his goals in '91, to be
above .500. Now his sights are set a
bit higher.
One of the leading players in '92
should be last-year's captain, Lana
Shatas. She will play her fourth and
final season, closing out an accom-
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
LOOKS FOR A RESURGENCE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn $500
or more in less than one week.
It is easy, and you pay absolutely nothing.
CALL 1-800 735·2077 EXT. 145
S10._per three ~ersan team
-Sign-ups taken in'Student Life
Dffkl! beginning Tuesday 9/8
I-t 1 f f "Ill· l' t / t, • / /''')U
LEFTOVERS
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CROSS COUNTRY
to us from Key West. She is a fresh-
man this year, but we do not under-
estimate her. In her high school she
won several awards at their meets.
Rounding off the team is Mary
Cucchiara. Mary has run on her own
before joining the team and has re-
ceived various local running awards.
What promises to be the biggest
event for the team this year is the
Nova University Invitational. Although
the Invitational may not be the most
prestigious of the events that they
will attend, the race is a landmark in
the growth of the team's program.
For the first time in the history of this
InVitational teams from out of the
area will attend. With the popUlarity
of Nova sponsored events catching
fire, and the growth of the team builcl-
ing momentum, this cross-country
program promises to be an emerging
force over the next year.
Kimber Sharp's favorite pig-out food
consists of Twinkies and Quik TIl
chocolate milk.
We know nothing to speak of about
Laura Wilhelm--sorry/
This movie has no strong male
characters and two powerful and
dangerous femme fatales. These
females then go around with their ice
pick, a small replication of phallic
significance, stabbing unsuspecting
men to death.
Will someone please tell me why
this film was so popular? And don't
answer with the sex scenes; they
were installed where they had no
reason for being there, implying that
the director knew whatever had
Michael Douglas naked in it would
setl, so he implemented that point
wherever possible, even if it didn't fit.
Just. goes to show that anything
can happen in the movies, and even
be successful! I
Kimber Sharp's favorite Walt Disney
World exhibit is RYCA-1: Dream ofa
New World.
Gil Bruvel's The Night.
there. Apropos is a gallery in rare
form. My advice is to check it out
while it is still here.
Back to Ute BasDin BaskImtind
(ContinUed from Page 8)
biker-dyke Vigilante.
What makes matters worse is
that the viewer is supposed to cheer
for Michael Douglas when he stands
in the bathroom naked telling this
woman she isn't man enough to
please a womanI
However, this is supposed to be
a woman's film. It is geared toward
all the housewives out there who
wished they were beautiful, smart,
richer than hell and sought by every
man within a five-mile radius.
It's for the woman who wants to
pretend she's treacherous and devi-
ant. She is every man's worst night-
mare.
The end leaves the man uncom-
fortable, playing on the death motif
and castration fear of all males. You
are privy to the information that both
of the females in this film are nasty to
the core.
(Cont'd from page 11)
Carberry, Monica Pena, Jill Legters,
Mary Cucchiara, and Jennifer
Hooper. Of these women, Jennifer is
the only one returning from last sea-
son. This marks the beginning of her
third year with the team. She is a
disciplined runner, who ran on her
own this summer while she was
home.
New to the team, as well as the
country, is Miranda. She is a deter-
mined and strong willed runner whose
times keep improving. Monica came
to the team with no experience as a
cross country runner. Her coach is
proud of the level that she has
reached and feels assured that
Monica will continue improving.
Another surprising first year run-
ner is Jill. She combines the speed of
sprinting and strength endurance to
get her through a run. She also shows
incredible discipline, such as running
on her own this summer for up to
eight miles. Jennifer Hooper comes
Apropos
Gallery
(Continued from page 7)
what the public should see, looking
out for OUR best interests. I would
be wary of such people)· they're cul-
turally retarded in their own little way.
. "A lot of people don't know goodREN0 VATI0 NS art," says Laurie. She cites the envi-
ronment that a person lives in as a
major contributor to this shortcom-
ing. In New York the people are less
conservative and more outgoing,
mainly due to the. urban structure.
Here in Florida, there isn't really too
much seen of cutting edge art. People
are more traditional around here I
suspect
The gallery occasionally will have
nude models reprising stances from
famous SCUlptures. They may have
one of their artists in and you never
know, maybe sometime Gil Bruvel,
the next master of our century, will be
(ContinUed from page 6)
tracts in approximately three weeks,
redoing every room from top to bot-
tom. In the middle of all the activity,
contractors re-surfaced all the hall
doors in the three residence hallsl
With the contractors running
around, the Housing Crew at work,
the cleaning crew picking up the
mess, and Physical Plant doing es-
sential work, it was an event that
Richard Gerard of Physical Plant
called "controlled chaos."
Despite the hectic atmosphere,
the renovators of the residence halls
deserve praise for outstanding
achievements in planning and ex-
ecution.
All appreciate the efforts of the
Summer Housing Crew, Physical
Plant and their temporary workers,
the cleaning crew and their tempo-
rary workers, and Residential Life for
a job well done. If you see any of
them, give him or her a pat on the
back, but make it soft because I am
sure it is sore.
write about cancer to educate oth-
ers.
While being chosen to receive
Nova College's Dean's Award is an
honor for her, perhaps Nova Univer-
sity is the one that is honored. Dr.
Judith Shulimson's courage and com-
mitment have given the university a
hero of its own.
CAREER
RESOURCE
CENTER
u
()
1.
A.
B.
c.
D.
CONTACT THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
TO SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS WITH THE
FOLLOWING COMPANIES:
LADY FOOTLOCKER ON CAMPUS SEPT. 17
RADIO SHACK ON CAMPUS SEPT. 22
WALGREENS ON CAMPUS OCT. 8
MASS MUTUAL ON CAMPUS OCT. 16
NABISCO ON CAMPUS NOV. 6
THE PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL GROUP NOV. 16
CALL EXT. 7504 FOR DETAILS AND APPOINTMENTS
SPACE IS LIMITED SO CALL EARLY
(Continued from page 5)
vive. After she hired a lawyer at her
own expense, the insurance com-
pany recanted their initial refusal.
Now it is one year later. Dr.
Shulimson is through with the experi-
mental chemotherapy. Her doctor
says that her liver looks good, but
she will have to wait to see if the
cancer has gone into remission.
. While surviving cancer is amaz-
ing in itself, Dr. Shulimson has with-
stood six months of traditional che-
motherapyand radiation, and eight
months of extremely high dose che-
motherapy.
She has withstood months of
extreme nausea at a time, dealt with
sometimes difficult medical and in-
surance procedures, and has lost all
of her hair, all while living within un-
certainty. She continued to instruct,
sometimes while wearing an infusion
pump that administered chemo-
therapy 24 hours a day.
As amazing .as all this may be,
she has gone even further. Dr.
Shulimson never stopped teaching
throughout her treatments. In fact,
the only classes she missed during
the first year were when she had to
be hospitalized for tests.
Dr. Shulimson continued her life,
when others may have just resigned
themselves to bBd, or would have
just given up. As she deals with her
uncertain future, she continues to
SHULIMSON
......
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to us from Key West. She is a fresh-
man this year, but we do not under-
estimate her. In her high school she
won several awards at their meets.
Rounding off the feamjs Mary ..
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Kimber Sharp's favorite Walt Disney
WOrld exhibit is RYCA-1: Dream ofa
New World.
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the growth of the team's program.
For the first time in the history of this
Invitational teams from out of the
area will attend. With the popularity
of Nova sponsored events catching
fire, and the growth of the team build-
ing momentum, this cross-country
program promises to be an emerging
force over the next year.
Gil Bruvet's The Night.
there. Apropos is a gallery in rare
form. My advice is to check it out
while it is still here.
We know nothing to speak of about
Laura Wilhelm--sorryl
This moVie has no strong male
characters and two powerful and
dangerous femme fatales. These
females then go around With their ice
pick, a small replication of phallic
significance, stabbing unsuspecting
men to death.
Will someone please tell me why
this film was so popular? And don't
answer with the sex scenes; they
were installed Where they had no
reason for being there, implying that
the director knew whatever had
Michael Douglas naked in it would
sell, so he implemented that point
wherever possible, even if it didn't fit.
Just goes to show that anything
can happen in the movies, and even
be successful! I
Kimber Sharp's favorite pig-out food
consists Of Twinkies and Quik TM
chocolate milk.
Back to theBasbin BasicInstin£t
(ContinUed from Page 8)
. cross country runner. Her coach Is
proUd of the level that she has
reached and feels assured that
Monica will corl'tinue improving.
Another SUrprising first year run-
ner is Jill. She combines the speed of
sprinting and strength endurance to
get her through a run. She also shows
incredible discipline, SUch as running
on her own this summer for up to
eight miles. Jennifer Hooper comes
biker-dyke Vigilante.
What makes matters worse is
that the viewer is SUPposed to cheer
for Michael Douglas when he stands
in the bathroom naked telling this
woman she isn't man enough to
p1ease.a woman!
However, this is supposed to be
a woman's film. It is geared toward
all the housewives.·out there Who
Wished they were beautiful, smart,
richer than hell and sought by every
man Within a five-mile radius.
It's for the woman who wants to
pretend she's treacherous and devi-
ant. She is every man's worst night-
mare.
The end leaves the man uncom-
fortable, playing on the death motif
and castration fear of all males. You
are privy to the information that both
01 the females in this film are nasty to
the core.
(Continued from page 6)
tracts in approximately three weeks,
redoing every room from top to bot-
tom. In the middle of all the activity,
contractors re-surfaced all the hall
doors in the three residence hallsl
With the contractors running
around, the Housing Crew at work,
the cleaning crew picking up the
mess, and Physical Plant doing es-
sential work, it was an event that
Richard Gerard of Physical Plant
called "controlled chaos."
Despite the hectic atmosphere,
the renovators of the residence halls
deserve praise for outstanding
achievements in planning and ex-
ecution.
All appreciate the efforts of the (Cont'd from page 11)
Summer Housing Crew, Physical Carberry, Monica Pena, Jill Leg1ers,
Plant and their temporary workers, Mary Cucchiara, and Jennifer
the cleaning crew. and their tempo- Hooper. Of these women, Jennifer is
:~B~al Life for ~e only one returning from last sea-
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write about cancer to educate oth-
ers.
While being chosen to receive
Nova College's Dean's Award is an
honor for her, perhaps Nova Univer-
sity is the one that is honored. Dr.
Judith Shulimson's courage and com-
mitment have given the university a
hero of its own.
Apropos
Gallery
(Continued from page 7)
what the public should see, looking
out for OUR best interests. I would
be wary of such peopleJ• they're cul-
turally retarded in their own little way.
RENOVr AT.IONS . "A lot of ~ple don~ know gOO?rt.l art," says Laurie. She Cites the enVi-
ronment that a person lives in as a
major contributor to this shortcom-
ing. In New York the people are less
conservative and more outgoing,
mainly due to the urban structure.
Here in Florida, there isn't really too
much seen of cutting edge art. People
are more traditional around here I
suspect
The gallery occasionally will have
nude models reprising stances from
famous SCUlptures. They may have
one of their artists in and you never
know, maybe sometime Gil Bruvel,
the next master of our century, will be
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TO SCHEDULE INTERVIEWS WITH THE
FOLLOWING COMPANIES:
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RADIO SHACK ON CAMPUS SEPT. 22
WALGREENS ON CAMPUS OCT. 8
MASS MUTUAL ON CAMPUS OCT. 16
NABISCO ON CAMPUS NOV. 6
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SHULIMSON
(Continued from page 5)
vive. After she hired a lawyer at her
own expense, the insurance com-
pany recanted their initial refusal.
Now it is one year later. Dr.
Shulimson is through with the experi-
mental chemotherapy. Her doctor
says that her liver looks good, but
she will have to wait to see if the
cancer has gone into remission.
. While surviving cancer is amaz-
ing in itself, Dr. Shulimson has with-
stood six months of traditional che-
motherapy and radiation, and eight
months of extremely high dose che-
motherapy.
She has withstood months of
extreme nausea at a time, dealt with
sometimes difficult medical and in-
surance procedures, and has lost all
of her hair, all while living within un-
certainty. She continued to instruct,
sometimes while wearing an infusion
pump that administered chemo-
therapy 24 hours a day.
As amazing.as all this may be,
she has gone even further. Dr.
Shulimson never stopped teaching
throughout her treatments. In fact,
the only classes she missed during
the tirst year were when she had to
.. ·iiz.ed tor tests.
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